Incremental Spectrum Cloning Algorithm for Optimization of Spectrum-Based Fault Localization
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Abstract

Spectrum-based Fault Localization has emerged as a cost effective method to locate faulty code in software during the debugging process. Recent studies have shown that spectra (execution profiles) cloning for fail test cases can effectively improve the performance of certain spectrum-based Fault Localization ranking metrics. However, the amount of cloning required to optimize the performance varies from one program to another. This is because the structure and fault content of each program is unique. Furthermore, both insufficient cloning and excessive cloning may result in performance deterioration. In this paper, we propose an incremental spectra cloning algorithm that will clone the spectra of fail test cases up to an amount that optimizes the fault localization performance of the ranking metrics used for the software debugged. Experiments conducted on faulty versions of real life software have shown that the proposed algorithm could optimize the cost effectiveness of spectrum-based fault localization by reducing the number lines examined to locate the faulty code.
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1 Introduction

Software testing and debugging are the main quality assurance activities in software development life cycle. The goal of software testing is to detect possible faults in software systems. Once a fault is detected, the next follow up activity is software debugging, where software developer examines the information gathered from the testing phase to locate error in the software code that causes the fault. This process is costly as it is both labor-intensive and time consuming. Software developers need to manually trace the test case execution and inspect the software code line by line until the faulty line of code is located. Previous study [1] showed that software testing and debugging could consume 50% to 80% of the overall software project cost. Therefore, apart from software testing, software debugging has also been a focus area of study to reduce software project cost.

In recent years, Spectrum-based fault localization (SBFL) has been studied intensively as an effective technique to rank program codes according to their likeliness to be faulty. It is based on the rational that program codes that have been executed by more fail test cases and less pass test cases are more likely to be faulty, and vice-versa. Therefore, by analyzing the execution profiles (spectra) of test cases, program codes can be ranked for inspection during the debugging process according to their likeliness to fault. This will reduce the amount of codes need to be inspected in order to locate the faulty code.

Numerous ranking metrics such as Jaccard [2], Euclid [3] and Ochiai [4] have been proposed in SBFL studies to rank program codes according to their likeliness to be faulty. For each line of code in a faulty program, the likeliness score is computed using these ranking metrics based on four coefficients, namely, aef, anf, aep, and anp. The first coefficient, aef, represents the number of fail test cases that have executed that line of code. The second coefficient, anf, represents the number of fail test cases that have not executed that line of code. The third coefficient, aep, represents the number of pass test cases that have executed that line of code. The forth coefficient, anp, represents the number of pass test cases that have not executed that line of code. A good ranking metrics for SBFL should produce a high score for a faulty line of code that have high aef and anp but low anf and aep. The formula for ranking metrics Jaccard, Euclid and Ochiai are shown in Table 1.

Recent studies [5] [6] [7] [8] on the effect of imbalance test suites on SBFL performance found that there are significantly more pass test cases than fail test cases in typical program spectra used for SBFL. However, imbalance composition
of pass and fail test cases is actually counter-productive for the performance of SBFL ranking metrics which rely on the execution profiles of fail test cases to provide the essential information on the location of faulty code. Based on these studies, cloning of fail test cases have been proposed in [7] to improve the performance of SBFL by constructing a balanced test suite with equal number of pass and fail test cases. Subsequent study in [9] suggests that the performance of SBFL can be further improved by cloning the spectra fail test cases beyond balanced test suites. However, the amount of cloning to achieve optimal performance varies from one program to another as the structure and fault content of each program is unique. Moreover, both insufficient cloning and excessive cloning may result in performance deterioration.

In this paper, we propose an incremental spectra cloning algorithm that will clone the spectra of fail test cases incrementally up to an amount that optimizes the fault localization performance of the SBFL ranking metrics used for the software debugged. 21 cases of experiments conducted on faulty versions from seven real life applications in Siemen Test Suites [10] have shown that the proposed algorithm could optimize the cost effectiveness of spectrum-based fault localization by reducing the number lines examined to locate the faulty code.

### 2 Incremental Spectrum Cloning Algorithm

Cloning the spectra of fail test cases will increment the value of aef and enf in the SBFL ranking metrics. This will change the metric score for each line of code which indicate its likeliness to be faulty. Intuitively, this will increase the score and ranking of the faulty code which is executed by fail test cases. Therefore, cloning the spectra of fail test cases could improve the performance of SBFL metrics. However, empirical study conducted in [8] also suggested that excessive cloning may also results in performance deterioration. In view of this, we propose a novel cloning algorithm that clones the spectra of fail test cases incrementally (one clone at a time) until the ranking of the program code stabilize and does not change over the past 200 iterations. This incremental spectrum cloning algorithm is outlined in Figure 1.

A stabilization_count variable is used in this algorithm to track the number clones added without causing ranking change to the lines of code in the program. In this algorithm, we propose a stabilization_count of 200 as the stopping condition for the incremental cloning algorithm because it is unlikely that spectrum cloning of fail test cases will cause further change to the ranking if there have been no change after the past 200 clones have been added to the test suite.
Set stabilization_count to 0.

Compute the aep, aef, anp and anf for each line of code.

Compute the SBFL ranking metric score for each line of code.

Sort (Rank) lines of code in descending order according to the SBFL ranking metric score (i.e. likeliness to be faulty).

WHILE stabilization_count < 200

Create one clone for the spectra of the original set of fail test cases in the test suite. Add the cloned spectra to the test suite.

Update the count for aef and anf for each line of code.

Re-compute the ranking metric score for each line of code

Update the ranking for each line of code according to the re-computed SBFL ranking metric score (i.e. likeliness to be faulty).

Sort (Rank) lines of code in descending order according to the SBFL ranking metric score (i.e. likeliness to be faulty).

IF the ranking of ALL lines of code has not changed compare to the previous iteration

Increment stabilization_count by 1,

ELSE

Reset stabilization_count to 0.

END WHILE

Figure 1 Incremental Spectrum Cloning Algorithm

3 Experiments and Results

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in optimizing the performance of SBFL metrics, experiments have been conducted on faulty versions from seven real life applications in Siemen Test Suites [9]. The faulty versions selected from Siemen Test Suite are print_tokens v5, print_tokens2 v3, replace v2, schedule v4, schedule2 v8, tcas v5, and tot_info v12. Jaccard, Euclid and Ochiai are used to compute the score for each line of code in the faulty program to indicate its likeliness to be faulty. Lines of code in the program are then ranked in descending order for inspection to locate the faulty line code.

The percentage of code inspected (pci) to locate the faulty line of code is used to evaluate the performance of each SBFL ranking metric under the proposed incremental spectrum cloning algorithm. The lower the pci, the better is the performance of an SBFL metric because the less lines of code need to be inspected to locate the faulty code.

The experiment results are presented in Table 2. The performance (measured as pci) of the proposed incremental spectrum cloning algorithm is compared against the performance of the same SBFL ranking metric when no cloning is done. From the results in Table 2, it can be observed that the proposed
incremental spectrum cloning algorithm has successfully optimized the performances (measured in pci) of Jaccard and Euclid for all faulty programs used in the experiments. For Ochiai, the performances have also been optimized for all faulty programs except one (Tcas v5) where there is no improvement. The magnitude of improvement is also very encouraging with the highest improvement of 94.8% for Jaccard, 98.1% for Euclid and 88.8% for Ochiai. Overall, the average improvements achieved by the proposed incremental spectrum cloning algorithm are 61.8% for Jaccard, 73.0% for Euclid and 48.9% for Ochiai. It could also be observed that the number of clones made to achieve these improvements ranges from 363 clones to 3339 clones.

4 Discussions and Conclusion

Despite its simplicity in approach, the proposed incremental spectrum cloning algorithm has significantly improved the cost effectiveness of the SBFL because less lines of code need to be inspected in order to locate the faulty code. This is consistent with results from a related study [11] which attempted to optimize the performance of SBFL ranking metrics by assigning higher weighting to fail test cases. The proposed incremental spectrum cloning algorithm not only optimized the performance of SBFL ranking metrics, but also provided a viable solution to the
problem on the amount of cloning or additional weighting required to optimize the performance. As for future work, we plan to explore the potential use of the proposed approach in related classification [12] and clustering [13] applications.
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